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THE CONSTITUTION DEBATE
CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN LEADER OF THE NEW
DEMOCRATIC PARTY AND THE PRIME MINISTER

Hon. Raymond J. Perrault (Leader of the Government):
Honourable senators, I have a delayed answer to a question
asked by Senator Roblin on October 23 concerning the inclusion of hydro-electric resources in the exchange of letters
between the Right Honourable the Prime Minister and the
Leader of the New Democratic Party. I am pleased to
announce that the Prime Minister fully intended that hydroelectric power be covered in the exchange of letters between
himself and Mr. Broadbent.

FOREIGN AFFAIRS
IRAN-DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS

Hon. Raymond J. Perrault (Leader of the Government):
Honourable senators, I have a note from the Secretary of State
for External Affairs on the subject of the American hostages
in Iran. Canada will normalize its relations with Iran once the
hostages are released. This would entail repeal of the Iran
Economic Sanctions Act and action to lift the export embargo
and other measures now in effect against Iran.
Lifting measures imposed since the hostage-taking will not,
however, mean that Canada would be ready to send arms or
defence support equipment to Iran. Our present policy on arms
sales would exclude Iran, as a country involved in continuing
hostilities, from receiving such equipment.
Reopening the Canadian embassy in Tehran will not
automatically follow the hostages' release. The decision on
how and when to reopen the embassy will depend on circumstances at the time and other priorities.
THE CONSTITUTION
MOTION TO APPOINT SPECIAL JOINT COMMITTEE-DEBATE
ADJOURNED

Hon. Raymond J. Perrault (Leader of the Government)
moved, with leave of the Senate and notwithstanding rule
45(l)(d):
That the Senate do unite with the House of Commons
in the appointment of a Special Joint Committee to
consider and report upon the document entitled "Proposed Resolution for a Joint Address to Her Majesty the
Queen respecting the Constitution of Canada" published
by the Government on October 2, 1980, and to recommend in their report whether or not such an Address, with
such amendments as the Committee considers necessary,
should be presented by both Houses of Parliament to her
Majesty the Queen;
That ten Members of the Senate, to be designated at a
later date, act on behalf of the Senate as members of the
Special Joint Committee;

That the Committee have power to appoint from
among its members such subcommittees as may be
deemed advisable and necessary and to delegate to such
subcommittees all or any of their powers except the power
to report directly to the Senate;
That the Committee have power to sit during the
sittings and adjournments of the Senate;
That the Committee have power to send for persons,
papers and records, and to examine witnesses and to print
such papers and evidence from day to day as may be
ordered by the Committee;
That the Committee submit their report not later than
December 9, 1980;
That the quorum of the Committee be twelve members,
whenever a vote, resolution or other decision is taken, so
long as both Houses are represented and that the Joint
Chairmen be authorized to hold meetings, to receive
evidence and authorize the printing thereof, when six
members are present so long as both Houses are represented; and
That a Message be sent to the House of Commons to
inform that House accordingly.
He said: Honourable senators, since the motion before the
chamber bas been rather well discussed during Question
Period, I do not intend to speak for a great length of time.
I think all honourable senators welcome the fact that this
very important and historical motion has arrived in the form of
a message from the other place. I know that many honourable
senators will wish to contribute to the debate. I know many of
them still have a number of thoughts left after Question
Period, queries regarding the Joint Address, and will make
certain that we have a good debate in the Senate.
As honourable senators are aware, the motion includes a
proposed deadline of December 9 for the joint committee to
report back to the Senate and to the House of Commons. The
longer the period of time available for public dialogue, the
longer the period of time available for that committee to study
the submissions which are going to undoubtedly come from
many parts of the country, and the longer the period of time
for witnesses to be heard, the better it will be for Canada. I am
sure that many honourable senators feel the same way.
The concept of a joint committee is a positive government
initiative to ensure the broadest possible discussion of this
historic proposed Joint Address to Her Majesty. I mentioned a
few moments ago that a government with a lack of concern
about the need for full parliamentary debate of these proposals
would have placed a resolution before the House of Commons,
a resolution before the Senate, and sought the support of both
houses where it has a majority and, in short order, sent the
Joint Address to Westminster. This bas not been the case.
The government believes that the joint committee is a
better, more democratic, way, and the committee should be
established as soon as possible. It is proposed that there shall
be 15 members of that committee from the other place and 10
members from the Senate. Based on parliamentary precedents,
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this appears to be a reasonable proposal. A number of honourable senators have asked, "Who shall appear before the committee?" This will be for the committee to decide. It will
establish its own procedures; and it will establish its own
method of calling witnesses. Perhaps some witnesses could be
assisted financially to enable them to testify.
I speak as a senator from one of the extremities of Canada,
and I think that if this committee comes into being, it should
seriously consider providing travel funds within practical limits
for certain various groups to come to Ottawa to testify. I am
sure that a majority of that committee might be sympathetic
to that viewpoint. It would not be possible for the committee to
travel throughout Canada because of the time frame. Again, I
offer the personal opinion that it would be unfair to some parts
of this country to have the committee sit in Toronto, Montreal,
or the Atlantic provinces to the exclusion of the west, or vice
versa. Time would not permit the committee to travel throughout Canada.
In any case, the subject of the Constitution, the patriation of
the Constitution, and the amendment of the Constitution have
been subjects of extensive discussions in many parts of the
country over many years. Honourable senators are aware that
an effort has been made over a period of 57 years to find a way
to patriate the Constitution and, for one reason or another, it
has not been possible to agree on a method of patriation, the
desirability of patriation, or an amending formula. The frustrating difficulty in achieving an agreement on how this might
be done is one of the reasons for the resolve of this government
to patriate the Constitution now, and to introduce, at this time,
proposals for certain constitutional amendments which meet
some of the basic human rights needs of all Canadians.
Who shall appear before that committee? In my view, the
committee should hear from as many "umbrella" groups
representing as many Canadians as possible. I suggest that the
representatives of the provinces might be allotted time before
that committee. Premier Hatfield has suggested that he may
wish to appear before the joint Senate-Cornmons committee. It
seems to me that that would be a good thing. If this motion
passes, perhaps the committee should accommodate the desires
of Premier Hatfield and any other premier who wishes to
appear before that committee.
9
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Again, offering a personal opinion, I think it would be for
the committee to decide that perhaps it should hear from the
Canadian Human Rights Commission or perhaps church
organizations. Certainly it should hear from the native Indian
people. Some of the native Indian groups have expressed
concern about the process of patriation and some of the
proposed amendments that relate to their rights and historic
privileges. Certainly they should be heard by that committee.
They should have their concerns discussed. Canadians of all
parties would want to give assurances to Canadians of native
Indian descent that their rights are going to be protected. I
would welcome that kind of testimony and those representations from "umbrella" native organizations.
[Senator Perrault]
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Labour and business organizations are important and should
be heard, and perhaps also credit unions and co-operatives.
Honourable senators may wish to suggest groups that should
be heard by that committee. I know honourable senators will
feel free to contact the joint chairmen of that committee, when
they are selected. There will, undoubtedly, be joint chairmenone from the Senate and one from the Commons. The desire of
the government is to have a joint chairmanship of that committee representing both the Senate and the other place so that
one of our members will have a key role to play in ordering the
business of that committee. Indeed, I have had discussions
with my colleagues in cabinet and the Right Honourable the
Prime Minister, and they have concurred with the concept of
co-chairmanship.
Senator Asselin: It has been the case in the past.
Senator Perrault: Yes, it has been the case in the past,
honourable senator, in certain committees and it has been a
good practice. Joint committees have had joint chairmanships.
I want to give that reassurance to the Senate that the proposed
committee will not be solely a Commons creation designed to
foist a set of opinions on honourable senators.
I spoke earlier about the three-stage procedure. Honourable
senators will recall that a number of days ago I initiated an
inquiry in the Senate to provide an opportunity for honourable
senators to participate in the debate on this Address to Her
Majesty coincidentally with the debate in the other place.
Most honourable senators chose not to participate in the
debate, but that opportunity was presented and some senators
took advantage of that opportunity to speak. Instead of arbitrary action by the government to use its majorities in the
Senate and the other place to force through its constitutional
proposals, we have opted for a very dernocratic and parliamentary option. A joint committee is to be formed. It will be
provided with the resources and opportunities for detailed
study. Representatives of both houses will be present and will
have an opportunity to contribute their views and to hear
representations. I have mentioned some of the organizations
which I believe could be invited to provide testirnony.
I reiterate that it is not known yet what procedures will be
adopted by that committee and what form a report by the joint
committee could take. The form of the report may well allay
any concerns which are apparently held by certain senators.
Certainly, there could be a recommendation from the committee that certain procedures be adopted by the Senate and the
Commons whereby both houses have a clause-by-clause study
of the bill. Various recommendations are possible from committees, and honourable senators are aware of that fact. I
know that as far as the Senate representatives on the committee are concerned, none of them would go as pre-committed
people; they would not serve as muzzled representatives of the
Senate. It is fair to speculate that of the ten senators serving
on the joint committee, three would represent the official
opposition. I think that's the usual number-and I know that
they will be outspoken, as will senators from the government
side, in the views which they express. Of course, that is always
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the case. Government members have demonstrated their
capacity to speak out in the past.
Senator Flynn: We will see.
Senator Perrault: But it would be presumptuous of any of us
to suggest that the committee is going to report in a preordained way that somehow fits the government's legislative
time schedule.
What I want to convey to honourable senators is that the
government is flexible; the resolution is flexible. The Right
Honourable the Prime Minister has already suggested that he
would welcome clarifications and amendments in the sections
relating to natural resources. Certain members from the opposition and the government have suggested that the referendum
sections may require greater exactitude of language. More
than one government spokesman, including the Honourable
Jean Chrétien, has said, "Let us look at this. Perhaps there is a
better way to work these sections."
Senator Asselin: What about Pepin?
Senator Perrault: The committee will be the master of its
own procedure. It is going to be able to select its own witnesses
and establish its own method of operation. I want to put that
on the record. The committee will then report back to both
houses and there will then be an opportunity for further debate
and full consideration of views of members of both houses.
With respect to the concern of honourable senators that the
committee will be dead after it submits its report-again I
want to put this on the record-the government is committed
to finding a procedure that will allow further amendment. In
other words, the committee could be revived if there was a
need.
As with bills, the proposed resolution in its final form would
have to pass both houses of Parliament, both the Senate and
the Commons, and there will be no Address to Her Majesty
unless both houses agree.
Honourable senators, I have spoken enough on this motion
this afternoon. In effect, I made one speech earlier during
Question Period, but at this time I wanted to reiterate certain
basic facts, to place certain commitments on the record. I now
would welcome further discussion. I want to remind honourable senators that during the inquiry debate I dealt with the
substance of the bill. May I refer honourable senators to this
earlier speech should they wish to know some of my comments
regarding the proposed constitutional amendments.
0
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[Translation]
Hon. Jacques Flynn (Leader of the Opposition): Honourable senators, having sat either in the Commons or in the
Senate since 1958-here in the Senate since 1962, 18 years
ago shortly-1 cannot remember a more important debate
than the one we are starting today. It is important, of course,
because it concerns the Canadian Constitution. But it is important as well because of the context, of the particular circumstances surrounding this debate, of the events that have
occurred since the initiative taken last spring by the Prime

Minister when he announced a further round of constitutional
discussions. Since we learned that the government intended to
submit to Westminster an Address in the terms of the document referred to in the motion now before us, I must tel] you
that, having considered all the factors involved in this debate, I
am anguished. I am puzzled; at times, I even feel dizzy.
I could not help remember that last spring, after the February 18 election, in order to forget the election campaign, or
perhaps my brief stay in cabinet, in the justice department, I
went to ltaly. While sightseeing in the beautiful city of Florence, which is a sight for sore eyes, I went to Santa-Croce
Church. In that church I was admiring the monuments erected
in honour of great men: Michelangelo, of course, Raphael,
Dante, Rosselli, Galileo; almost all spheres of activity were
represented there. I finally came to the last monument on the
right side near the chancel, the monument to Machiavelli.
Suddenly, everything I had been trying to forget in Canada
came back to me! I went through the electoral campaign all
over again, a Mr. Trudeau coming to life anew, a phoenix
rising from his ashes and deciding to launch that electoial
campaign on the theme that easterners would pay less for their
petroleum than the price suggested in the Crosbie budget. Of
course, with a platform like that, the Right Honourable Mr.
Trudeau could not possibly miss. He was telling people in the
east that he would continue to give them subsidies at the
expense of westerners. He had the result that could be expected, but at the same time he divided the country.
In any event, I would point out that during the campaign
there was no question of revamping the Constitution. It was
not unlike the events of 1974 when the Right Honourable Mr.
Trudeau fought with utmost energy the proposal made by Mr.
Stanfield to freeze prices and wages for two years. Then, and
without any excuse, he told Canadians that he would indeed
freeze prices and wages.
Still let us get back to the Constitution. I could not have
foreseen what was to happen. That was even worse than
everything I knew about the Right Honourable Mr. Trudeau's
file. Indeed, he once wrote about Confederation that no one
should ever act unilaterally. It was a contract. A consensus
was needed. He wrote that. But, as I was saying a moment
ago, never throughout the electoral campaign did anyone say
that he would go ahead with the constitutional proposal as we
know it now.
Be that as it may, I came back to Canada in May and was
immediately involved in the referendum campaign right next
to Mr. Ryan, Mr. LeMoignan and even the Right Honourable
Mr. Trudeau himself. I can still recall that meeting in Quebec
City's convention centre where all speakers, except the Right
Honourable Mr. Trudeau, clearly and brutally explained to
Quebecers that a no in the referendum would mean renewed
federalism, but in the sense expected by Quebecers. Mr.
Trudeau was very, very careful on that occasion. I even tried
to make him talk, but no sir. People swallowed it. They said
that it must be all right since it was coming from him. People
in Quebec are quite used to swallowing everything from the
Right Honourable Mr. Trudeau.
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In any case, on the night of the referendum when Quebec
residents were told that 60 per cent of them had denied Mr.
Lévesque the mandate to negotiate sovereignty-association,
Mr. Ryan explained:
The people of Quebec denied their government the mandate to negotiate sovereignty-association. So the people of
Quebec have chosen my option (Mr. Ryan) the option of
the Liberal Party. I hope that you will have the decency to
let Quebecers decide what they want to negotiate with
Ottawa.
At that time it was assumed that the Right Honourable
P. E. Trudeau would have said: "We shall now see with whom
Quebec chooses to negotiate renewed federalism", but he did
not. Instead the Right Honourable Mr. Trudeau immediately
released his program, thus compelling Mr. Lévesque to negotiate with him and excluding Quebecers who were not separatists. It was all planned. I contend that it was done on purpose
because in so doing the Right Honourable Mr. Trudeau
wanted his opponents to be identified with Mr. Lévesque's
cause. That was his idea, and that is why we now have to
negotiate, in Quebec, with a government whose main option is
secession, instead of negotiating with a new government which
would have been elected after the referendum and therefore
would have been a supporter of renewed federalism. I emphasize that opening the constitutional talks immediately after the
May 20 referendum, prior to the Quebec elections, was a
purposeful manoeuvre, and that the Right Honourable P. E.
Trudeau's intention was to create a situation whereby those
who opposed his plan could readily be assimilated with Mr.
Lévesque's option and the separatists.
At any rate, the Right Honourable Mr. Trudeau has
released an agenda which has been regaided as most unrealistic. Less than a month after the referendum he called an
organizational meeting of the ministers to set up a schedule for
the summer talks while the provincial premiers were supposed,
each on his own, to prepare for the oncoming meeting in the
month of June. From July 7th to July 25th, the federal and
provincial ministers who were responsible for this work held
discussions for three weeks. Then, between July 26 and August
24, each government studied the possible conclusions to the
discussions which took place. Finally, from August 25 to
August 29, the ministers met again. They reconsidered their
positions during the following week and we ended up with the
famous federal-provincial conference which was held here in
Ottawa from September 8 to 12.
((1600)

There you can see that in a little less than two or two and a
half months the whole program was set up and all the questions were put forward. That was the agenda. When the
federal-provincial conference was called in September, it was
quite easy to see-and that had been rather clear during the
summer discussions-that the federal government, the Trudeau government, was now putting the emphasis not on what
so far had been the real subject of the discussions between the
two levels of government, but mainly on the issues which had
always been of concern to Quebec. The objective of this
[Senator Flynn.1
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constitutional review was centred on a certain decentralization
of powers, on a review of the divided jurisdictions. The other
questions, such as the patriation of the Constitution, were
quite ancillary. Besides, the amending formula goes with the
patriation of the Constitution. If there had been agreement on
what Quebec wanted, the rest would have been rather easy.
But this was never done, or at least when proposals to that
effect were made the federal government rejected them.
What the federal government wanted to emphasize was its
own concept, which meant additional economic powers to the
central government. The attack, of course, is the best defence.
Mr. Trudeau did not want to make any concession. Therefore,
he asked the provinces to give him more power to make it
possible for him to refuse the granting of any concessions. In
that kind of climate, failure, of course, was inevitable. Besides,
it had been planned. The secret document that was circulated
some time during the conference presented all the options open
to the federal government in the event of failure.
There were four options. The first one was to proceed with
the patriation by telling the people that Ottawa was confident
that there were no legal difficulties in its position or intention.
Therefore, the provinces would be shown as obstructing the
process. The second option was to proceed with the patriation
at the same time in Ottawa as in London, with the promise to
refer the matter to the Supreme Court and to delay implementation until the decision of the Supreme Court. But that option
was also based on failure. The second option was to immediately refer the matter to the Supreme Court and to keep
Parliament waiting. This instance, too, was on the basis of a
failure. It was a reasonable option but it was not selected.
Finally, there was the option of the federal government
going it alone by the means of a resolution of Parliament with
perhaps a waiting period before going to Westminster. But
once more the agenda only allowed one possibility and it was
to do what has been done. That is to say, as of October 2, since
there was no consensus in sight, it would be up to the House to
decide. A committee was appointed and would have to bring
down its report before December 9, which is totally unrealistic
when you think of the long list of people that Senator Perrault
would like to have appear before the committee. Were all these
people scheduled to appear before the committee, it would
have to sit at least until next summer. The Right Honourable
Mr. Trudeau wanted the committee to report by December 9,
and Parliament to complete the debate and concur in the
committee report before Christmas in order that the resolution
could be referred to Westminster early in the new year so that
this so-called new Constitution could be returned to us by July
1, 1981.
I cannot remember on which date Bill C-60 was to have
come into effect. In any case, it seems to me it was to be
sometime around that date. Now having missed the boat with
Bill C-60, they are coming back at us through the back door.
On October 6, the draft resolution was tabled. The Right
Honourable Mr. Trudeau had addressed the nation on the 2nd,
and reconvened Parliament one week ahead of time. He had
said that it was high time, after 53 years, that the Constitution
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be repatriated. In the debate which took place in the other
place, about one out of five members was given the opportunity to speak on the resolution and then the debate was cut
short with the passing of the motion of closure. The government leader refers to this as being a major issue. It is a major
issue but then after a few weeks of debate they brought down
the closure. There have been, if I am not mistaken, something
like 30 hours of debate in the House of Commons on this
proposal. I cannot foresee what the situation will be in this
house but I hope things will be different. I hope no pressure,
direct or indirect, will be exerted here. The problem now
facing us is not really the resolution requesting the referral of
a document to a committee. The question is: do we agree with
the fundamental issues which are involved in the proposed
resolution to be forwarded to Westminster.

e
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What are we presented with? What is that constitutional
package the government leader mentioned earlier? What is in
it?
Of course, the first proposai is to repatriate that portion of
the Constitution which the provinces wanted Westminster
alone to decide upon. That is what it is because with the 1949
amendment the portion of the Constitution which concerns the
federal jurisdiction exclusively has been repatriated.
In 1931, when the Statute of Westminster was passed,
Canada was sure to request that any amendment to the
Constitution would be within the legislative competence of
Westminster alone. Why, you may ask? You just have to read
the debates of the time and you will learn from Mr. Bennett
that it was because Mr. Ferguson, the Premier of Ontario and
Mr. Taschereau, the Premier of Quebec, had specifically
requested that Westminster alone had the right to amend the
Constitution. It is obvious that at that time, in 1931, the
provinces wanted to make Westminster the guardian of our
Constitution. In 1949, when the federal portion of the Constitution was repatriated once again and more precisely this time,
we wanted Westminster to remain the guardian of the rights of
the provinces. And this is what they want to repatriate now. I
have no objection to it. The principle is fine. But I will mention
to you, federal parliamentarians, that we are dealing with a
matter which is primarily a provincial matter.
If a portion of the Constitution is still in London it is
because the provinces wanted it that way. It is because the
federal goveriment agreed that it should stay there. There was
a protection in that system. It will be argued that we should
not leave it there. That may be, in principle, if there could be
an agreement, of course, on the amending formula and on
other things. This will come, but I submit to you that by
forcing a unilateral patriation we are imposing upon the
provinces a decision which concerns them much more than it
concerns us here in the federal Parliament.
I submit to you that these two amendments, the Statute of
Westminster and the 1949 amendment, define in much more
precise terms the role of Westminster with regard to our
Canadian Constitution. When I hear Mr. Jean Chrétien, the
Minister of Justice, say that there is not the slightest doubt
80084 -62

that the federal resolution is legal, I find this very amusing
because there are many experts who do not share his view.
Furthermore, what we have learned from the reference of the
Senate to the Supreme Court should make him a little more
cautious. But what I want to mention is the fact that since
1949, Westminster has never once amended the Constitution
without the approval of the provinces. If Westminster can, on
a simple joint resolution of the Senate and the House of
Commons, do something to which the provinces object, then
what was the point in 1931, of making the amendments to the
Constitution the sole responsibility of Westminster and in
1949 of doing the same with the amendments to the Constitution which concern the provinces? What would be the use if
actually Westminster only had to say yes to Parliament?
There would be no protection. It was a useless gesture. It was
an empty gesture that was made then, especially when I think
of the reference to the Supreme Court last year regarding the
Senate. The Supreme Court said: You cannot go ahead without provincial consent. The Supreme Court did not go so far as
to require unanimous consent. This is debatable, but the
Supreme Court said: You cannot go ahead without provincial
consent.
This would simply mean that the government, unable to go
ahead unilaterally, could simply go to London to have the
Constitution changed into anything at ail, and that London
would simply have to say yes. Well, if that is true, Mr.
Trudeau is crazy to forego such a simple method of amending
the Constitution as he pleases. He is crazy. If it is that simple,
if he only has to ask London, with Parliament's approval, to
amend the Constitution as he now proposes to do, let him
propose every provision contained in Bill C-60 and even more;
let him take away from the provinces all the jurisdictions that
he will not acknowledge as being theirs; let him settle the
problem once and for all and create a centralizing state. It is
the easy way out. It would be foolish to abandon such a simple
formula. It really does not mean anything.
I am saying that Westminster is playing the role of fiduciary
for the provinces, that unless it betrays its mandate, Westminster cannot legally amend the Constitution the way it is being
proposed now without the consent of the provinces.
I am saying that Westminster, acting as fiduciary for
Canada, cannot consider itself beyond the jurisdiction of
Canadian courts on that subject because it is indeed a Canadian statute that Westminster would then be enacting.
I entertain no doubt whatsoever that this case will eventually land before the Supreme Court and that in the end the
ruling will be the same as the one rendered last year in the
case of the Senate.
So why, after the failure or so-called failure of the September conference, did the Right Honourable Mr. Trudeau,
instead of proceeding unilaterally as he did on October 2, not
wait for awhile and convene the provinces saying: We will
simply ask that the Constitution be patriated, or that only that
part which is of interest to you be patriated, but with an
amending formula-even without an amending formula,
because that is possible. I am not sure, but he might have had
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the necessary consensus to go that far because he had shaken
them enough and perhaps, backed by public opinion on that
aspect, he could have secured their agreement.
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Then there is the entrenchment of the Charter of Human
Rights. As a matter of principle, even if people get very
Well, anyway, he went for strong tactics. He decided to emotional about this, those rights could be entrenched. Opinshake them up, and here we are with this proposed resolution ions do differ on this. For instance, Senator Manning menwhich includes the principle of patriation-which everybody tioned this problem the other day. He explained that there is a
objections against
endorses, but not when it is to be done unilaterally-the school of thought which raises very serious
the entrenchment of rights. I think that during the discussions
Victoria amending formula.
held in Senate committees that problem was considered, and
Here again the discussion is rather relative; there was near very serious differences of opinion were raised in that respect.
agreement. Quebec had said yes and then said no because That may be the reason why there will not be any report by
there was no use patriating if there was no agreement on the committee, for if the latter had been required to file a report
distribution of powers. Obviously that formula has its faults. stating that the committee was not in favour of the entrenchSince then some people have said that they would rather have ment of the Charter of Rights, this might not have been well
the Vancouver formula. That does not seem to me to be a received at that time because the entrenchment of rights is an
major aspect of the problem-Victoria amending formula or integral part of the resolution of the Right Honourable Mr.
Vancouver amending formula. At a pinch the Constitution Trudeau. i do not know what would have had happened if the
could have been patriated, and from then on the amendments members of the committee had raised objections or reservawould have been made in accordance with the judicial customs tions in that respect. However, it remains that the entrenchand traditions prevailing in such instances. This would have ment of rights will change some provincial laws and that the
meant that Parliament would have had to obtain the agree- result of these changes will perhaps be very good. In some
ment of the provinces-i do not know of how many, possibly cases it will, but in others i am not too sure.
all of them. It is said that when the Right Honourable Mr. St.
We are going to change some laws by presenting a request
Laurent asked London for an amendment back in 1949, he to London such as, for instance, in the case of Quebec's Bill
thought of adding to the content of that amendment: "that all
101. Although I advocate some of the changes that would be
future amendments to the Constitution beyond the exclusive
brought about, just think about it: Go to Westminster and ask
jurisdiction of the federal Parliament will require unanimous them to change a Quebec piece of legislation which had been
consent." However, he conceded that enforcing that rule might
passed and considered constitutional. In other words, we would
prove a risky business. In any event, it still could be done while ask Westminster to settle our own problems.
negotiations are in process.
Once again the only satisfactory solution was to wait for the
But there is something more substantial to the amending
elections to be called in Quebec in order to establish what
formula by way of a referendum, and that is section 42 of the party would be entrusted with a mandate to negotiate; whether
proposed resolution. There have been many criticisms about it, it be a government under the leadership of Mr. Ryan or Mr.
as it provides a way to bypass the provincial legislatures.
LeMoignan, either a Union Nationale government or a Liberal
government, which would have agreed to change Bill 101 in
Senator Asselin: Senator Lamontagne is against it.
such a way as to include a Charter of Rights. Some other
Senator Flynn: I do not know. But one thing is sure: Section provincial laws could also be affected but i think that this is
42 enables the central government to change a federal state to not the way to solve this kind of problem.
a unitarian state. There may be temporary conditions which
Let us deal now with the change in the powers of the Senate.
may prove favourable to a proposition which may completely This is another obsession of the Right Honourable Mr. Trualter the Constitution, either in time of war or in time of deau-the abolition of the Senate. Of course, section 44 is
apprehended insurrection, for instance, when people get emo- quite clear. In 1972, there were discussions in the joint comtional and do not have a clear understanding of what is mittee to limit the powers of the Senate by applying a six
happening and we would then have to face those changes. months' suspensive veto. I think that Bill 60 also mentioned six
Someone could by way of a referendum propose major consti- months, if I remember clearly, but it was with reference to the
tutional changes. The Right Honourable Mr. Trudeau says new House of the Federation. At any rate we are now at 90
that he wants to deal with the people. He does not care a damn days, which makes it possible to abolish the Senate. If a
about the media, the intelligentsia, those who know something
resolution of the House of Commons, with the support of the
about this. He was in Quebec City recently poking fun at them provinces, comes here, and although there may be a disagreeall. It can happen. Obviously, he is anything but a disciple of ment, or we might find reasons to delay or to turn down the
Jean Lesage who used to say that constitutional debates were resolution intended to abolish the Senate, this would be of no
not for the uneducated. He, Mr. Trudeau, claims the opposite. avail because 90 days later the House of Commons could come
He claims that this issue is something for the uneducated, that back with the same resolution and the result then would be
it should not be dealt with by those in the know. Anyway, that final.
The other day Senator Olson said that the Senate could not
is an amending formula which may be used to foist anything
resist if all the provinces requested its abolition. i agree, it is
on the provinces.
[Senator Flynn.]
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obvious. If everybody is for its abolition I will not object
because I think that by answering such a popular wish we
might indeed readily contribute to the solution of our constitutional problems. If all the provinces agreed, of course.
However, the problem remains that if, for instance, certain
provinces decide in such circumstances that it would be proper
to postpone a resolution which substantially modifies the Constitution or abolishes the Senate, we should maintain this
legislation, in my opinion. I believe that six months is not too
long. As I recall, when we discussed this problem at the joint
committee which reported in 1972, there was talk of giving to
the Senate a suspensive veto of six months for ordinary
legislation and an absolute veto such as we have now for
amendments to the Constitution.
Obviously, this problem must be solved. What is most
important is that we want to amend substantially the powers of
the Senate through a resolution addressed to the Parliament in
London. The Supreme Court ruled that this could not be done
through Bill C-60. The government is now proceeding indirectly by asking a foreign Parliament to decide for us since we
cannot do so legally here. It then states that this is the right
way to proceed.
Finally, a carrot is dangled before our eyes in the form of
equalization. It is nothing else. Equalization works very well. I
quite agree with those who want to entrench the principle of
equalization, but it is useless. It is simply a carrot. We are
being told: We give you equalization. Nothing is given to the
provinces; everything is taken away from them. Then, they are
told: To make you feel better, we shall give you a piece of
candy-equalization.
What I want to underline is that this proposal is very far
from the conception that Quebec had and still has of a
renewed federalism. Quebec only wants a re-arrangement of
jurisdictions. This is the only thing that would satisfy Quebec.
To those who say that giving this to Quebec because of the
decision of May 20 is doing what Quebec bas wanted all along,
I say that they are wrong. Much more serious words have been
used. It is indeed a betrayal-the word is not too strong-to
try to suggest that Quebec will be satisfied with this proposal.
This is not true. In fact, the three parties are clearly opposed
to this measure. You will have noted that Mr. Ryan after some
hesitation is beginning to make himself heard. What he said
yesterday is interesting, and I quote:
The Leader of the Quebec Liberal party might not have
resisted a request aimed only at patriation. Mr. Ryan
might have supported a patriation attempt by Prime
Minister Trudeau if it could have helped him to free
himself from this obsession and enhance his pride.
The author probably meant "safeguard his pride." This is
what Mr. Ryan meant.
I therefore say that nothing in this resolution meets the
aspirations of Quebec as expressed by the referendum. What
strikes me as characteristic of this project is that it calls for an
unrealistic schedule. What is so urgent? Of course, we know
that the Right Honourable Mr. Trudeau is unable to control

himself when he bas something on his mind and that he must
rally everyone to his point of view. At least, he must try to do
so. Perhaps he wants to retire before 1982 and be able to say: I
was the one to patriate the Constitution. I was the one to
change the Constitution. I am the father of the new Constitution. This is no reason0

(1630)

[English]
Senator Oison: To provide leadership is the main reason.
Senator Flynn: One can provide leadership in leading one's
people to war. That is a kind of leadership. If that is the kind
of record you want to leave behind, that is your responsibility.
[Translation]
That is not an argument. There is leadership and leadership.
You can show leadership by being prudent or by being realistic. There is leadership which makes a man forget his own
pride and his own arrogance and think of nothing but the
general well-being. There is leadership which does not degenerate into conflicts, needless virulence and division within the
country. That is real leadership.
Some Hon. Senators: Hear, Hear.
Senator Flynn: In fact, the outstanding characteristic of this
initiative of the Right Honourable Mr. Trudeau is contempt
for any opinion contrary to his own. It is the basic characteristic we can find everywhere in the timetable, in the nature of
the resolution. Contempt for the opinion of others. Contempt
for the provinces which are considered as mere spoiled brats.
You do not want it? Well, you will get it anyway! That is
contempt.
[English]
Senator Oison: He went out of his way to get the provinces[Translation]
Senator Flynn: Six provinces are squarely against the resolution. Another one is objecting on principle. There may be two
that accept it, but I am not too sure. I would like to ask this
question of Mr. Davis and Mr. Hatfield: You agree with the
Right Honourable Mr. Trudeau, and that is your privilege, but
do you agree that he should proceed unilaterally against the
opinion of the other provinces? If it were you, Mr. Davis, or if
it were you, Mr. Hatfield, who had objections, would you say
it is fair that they go ahead unilaterally without any regard
whatsoever for your opinion?
I am not sure that Mr. Davis agrees with this unilateral
approach, and the same goes for Mr. Hatfield. In any case, I
say that it is contempt for almost all the provinces. It is also
contempt for the Supreme Court. There was no way to get a
favourable decision so they just ignore it and claim, to boot,
that the Supreme Court will have nothing to say on a real
decision of Westminster to adopt the proposed bill.
There is no doubt, it is contempt-contempt for the Canadian Parliament. They are forcing closure. We will see how it
goes here in the Senate. Besides, the Right Honourable Mr.
Trudeau is well known for his very low opinion of the parlia-
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mentary regime. He would feel much more at ease if he were
an emperor, and often we have the impression he believes he is
an emperor.
Senator Thériault: The people of Quebec, what do they
think?
Senator Flynn: The people of Quebec? All you need do is
observe all the political parties which are not in favour-oh,
you mean about Mr. Trudeau! They have great admiration for
him, no doubt about that. As a man he is interesting. He is
interesting but extremely dangerous. I think one of the serious
mistakes of Quebecers is to accept anything from Mr.
Trudeau.
Let me put this question to you, Senator Thériault. If this
proposed resolution were presented by Mr. Clark instead of
Mr. Trudeau, what would you say to the people of Quebec?
You would object. What would happen in Quebec, with three
provincial parties squarely against, if it were Mr. Clark trying
to have Quebecers swallow that? Of course, it takes Mr.
Trudeau to make them swallow grass snakes. There is no
doubt about that. He has done it before. That is why I was
telling you about Machiavelli earlierSenator Thériault: Mr. Clark askedSenator Flynn: Certainly, but not with that type of leadership. Certainly not. You may crack jokes, that is your business. Be serious. Mr. Clark trying to make Quebecers accept
something which is unanimously rejected by all provincial
parties? Just try!
Obviously it is contempt on the part of Mr. Trudeau for the
public opinion of western Canada and Quebec. Senator Manning spoke about reactions in the west. I feel that if anyone is
qualified to speak about that it has to be Senator Manning. He
is deeply worried about the reactions of the west towards the
initiatives of Mr. Trudeau. It is a show of contempt toward
western public opinion. It is a show of contempt for Quebec
public opinion. The three provincial parties are not in favour of
this measure. Yet he tells them to go the devil. "I am right
despite all they can say." It is a demonstration of contempt for
the British Parliament, because he takes for granted that the
British Parliament will comply at once, and dutifully.
So in my opinion, especially since 1949, the Parliament of
Westminster holds once again a position of trusteeship for the
interests of the provinces in cases of constitutional amendment.
There is also contempt for the possible consequences. If you
have legal decisions stating the illegality of Mr. Trudeau's
move, the fact that it was ultra vires and unconstitutional, and
if these decisions were to come after the fact, you can see the
problem. I say once again that in my opinion when the
Parliament of Westminster acts according to section 7 of the
statute of 1931, as amended in 1949, it is acting in conformity
with Canadian law and it is subject both to Canadian law and
Canadian courts.
In any event, the conclusion remains. In the Senate what do
we do if we do not agree? I think that a large number do not
support Mr. Trudeau's initiative because it is illegal, divisive
[Senator Flynn.]
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and because it forces upon the provinces things they do not
want.
In this case the role of the Senate becomes essential. Under
those circumstances, we have a special responsibility. Once
again, I cannot recall any time where the responsibility of the
Senate has been so specific.
The government is proceeding unilaterally and, at least in
my opinion, and certainly as concerns the spirit of the law,
unconstitutionally. Furthermore, I am convinced that this
procedure is unconstitutional according to the letter of the law.
The Senate must represent provincial interests. This has
already been said. It has also been said that the Senate has
never lived up to this role. Bill C-60 tried to replace us under
the pretext that we had never really played our role, especially
with respect to protecting regional interests and provincial
rights.
The reports that have been submitted have repeated that the
Senate must assume the responsibility of protecting provincial
rights and regional interests. Honourable senators, I say that,
under the circumstances, if we are unable to stand up and
meet the challenge of the Right Honourable Mr. Trudeau or
state that we are going to assume our responsibilities in this
regard and reject this resolution, we shall have co-ratified it
with Mr. Trudeau, because he has already signed our death
warrant twice.
* (1640)

Hon. Pietro Rizzuto: Honourable senators, I support with
some reservations the action taken by our government to
patriate the Canadian Constitution.
Patriation would enable us first of all to become the masters
of our own Constitution and to amend it as we may wish.
Canada is the only country in the world whose Constitution is
in the hands of another country.
A constitution is the foundation of the sovereignty of a
nation, the doctrine on which its statutes and political institutions are based. It is only by patriating its Constitution that
Canada will reach its full maturity and take its place among
the other nations.
Honourable senators, as you can see, I also support the
principle of patriating the Constitution, but my involvement
with the linguistic problems of Quebec leads me to tell you of
the difficulties which can come up if we do not amend section
23.
I believe that sections 22 and 23 aim only at protecting the
rights of Canadians of French or English origin. They do
nothing for those citizens whose mother tongue is neither
English nor French, and yet, hundreds of thousands of Canadian citizens will be forced to accept a legislation which will
change their everyday life.
Who are those people? They are people who came here
several decades ago and others who were born here and who
went to the same schools as the other Canadians, either
English or French, but who are excluded from section 23.
Why? Very simply because if we ask thern what is the first
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language that they have learned and still understand, they will
have to reply either Italian, Greek, Polish, German, and so on.
What I find surprising is that the Right Honourable Prime
Minister, with ail his humanitarianism, told Quebecers last
week in a speech before the Chamber of Commerce that he did
not like Act 101 and that he found it unfair. What Mr.
Trudeau must find unfair, I believe, is that the Quebec legislation does not allow ail Canadians in the other provinces to
enjoy the same rights.
I think Bill 101 respected the choice that ail Quebecers had
already made.
First, that children whose parents went to minority schools
could register in the same schools.
Second, before Bill 101 had been adopted, when children
were already in minority schools, other members of the family
could register in those institutions.
The Right Honourable Mr. Trudeau is not aware of privileges granted to new Canadians living in Quebec under Bill
101 and which are not protected by clause 23.
In my opinion, we should guarantee to ail Canadian citizens
that their children can go either to French or English schools if
their parents went to those schools.
In this way not only could we respect the rights of ail
Canadians but we would not have two classes of future
immigrants.
The press have reported that we will create two classes of
our future immigrants, but they did not mention that we will
also create two classes of citizens because, indeed, they do not
have the same economic and political power. However, some
members of the House of Commons-including the Minister
of Multiculturalism, Mr. Jim Fleming-have in their ridings
as their constituents up to 35 percent of those people. Even
though they live in the Toronto area and they have no education or language problems, they are not included under clause
23. Mr. Fleming must have responsibility for ail new Canadians, and I hope he is aware that those in Quebec may lose
their vested rights.
The only thing that seems to have concerned Mr. Jean
Chrétien is that Canadian citizens could move between provinces and that their children could be instructed in the minority language in French or in English. That means that to enjoy
that privilege the people concerned would have to move to
another province.
Let us take, for example, a Canadian citizen living in Hull
whose mother tongue is neither English nor French. To have
the same rights according to the second subsection of clause
23, he would have to move and live for one year on this side of
the river, that is in Ontario. Then he would go back to Hull
and enjoy the same rights as those who moved to the Province
of Quebec.
Under the provisions of clause 15, ail fundamental rights of
Canadian citizens will be protected, without discrimination
because of origin, colour, religion, et cetera, and in order to

abide by the provisions of clause 15, we will have to amend
clause 23.
I hope that aIl the honourable senators who are sitting here
will see that ail rights of those Canadians will be guaranteed
by clause 23. Here are the options that will essentially take
into account the Canadian situation:
1. That any Canadian citizen who received his primary
or secondary instruction in Canada, in French or in
English, has the right to have his children registered in
the school where he was instructed in ail the Canadian
provinces where the number of children of those citizens
warrants the provision, out of public funds, of educational
facilities in that language.
2. That any Canadian citizen, when one of his children
is being or has been instructed in English or in French,
has the right to have his other children receive their
primary or secondary school instruction in that minority
language either in French or English, everywhere in
Canada, where the number of children of those citizens
warrants the provision, out of public funds, of minority
language educational facilities.
I should like to conclude by asking you, honourable senators, to ensure that the worldwide image of a Canada which is
recognized for its humanitarian sense and the individual
respect it gives to ail its citizens be maintained.
I ask honourable senators, especially those who will be
members of this joint committee, to be aware of the fact that
some Canadian citizens are completely excluded from clause
23.
* (1650)

[English]
Hon. B. Alasdair Graham: Honourable senators, as others
have said before me, we are participating in one of the most
important debates in the history of this chamber and indeed in
the history of our country. We are here with a shared pride in
what Canada is and what Canada can become. We are here
with a shared concern for the future of Canada in ail of its
regions. We are here with a shared determination to express
our views each according to his or her own wisdom or conscience as to what is the best course for our country to follow
with respect to our Constitution.
Against that background let me speak as a Canadian living
in Nova Scotia. One hundred and thirteen years ago we went
from a colony to a nation. We went from four provinces to 10
provinces and to two territories, and the immense continental
shelf. We went from a population of three million to 23
million. At the time of our Constitution, 60 per cent of our
population was Anglo-Saxon, people from the British Isles,
and now that group represents only 40 per cent. Thirty per
cent are those of French expression and 30 per cent are from
other extractions and countries, many of whom made enormous contributions to building this nation. I recognize as well
the legitimate aspirations of the native people and the place
they have in the Canadian mosaic.
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In the past five years I had the immense good fortune to
travel to almost every corner of this country and to meet and
become friends with people who proudly and properly represent the Ukrainians, the Germans, the Italians, the Polish, the
Dutch, the Chinese, the native people-people from every race
and country in the world, ail of whom made an immense
contribution to the building of Canada. I live in and love Nova
Scotia. British Columbians live in and love British Columbia.
Quebecers live in and love Quebec. But Canada is our country.
It is a country whose beauty and immense wealth we wish to
keep, to preserve intact and to strengthen for ourselves and our
children wherever they may live.
Despite our origins or our linguistic differences, we ail have
one common denominator-we are Canadians. I believe, just
as one loves his or her own family, that we can love Nova
Scotia, Quebec, British Columbia and Canada passionately,
but our provinces and our country are not mutually exclusive.
Ernest Renan, a philosopher who lived about a century ago,
said that a nation is a referendum, a plebiscite, every day. He
meant that a nation cannot exist unless it wants to exist as a
nation and unless it acts as a nation. What we must have,
honourable senators, is a collective wili to live together.
a

(1700)

When we think of the rights that we enjoy as Canadians, we
tend to think of our fundamental freedoms and our basic
democratic and legal rights. What first comes to mind is
freedom of religion, freedom of thought, freedom of expression, of association, our right to vote, our right to liberty, our
right to equality before the law and protection against unlawfui imprisonment. But, we tend not to think of the economic
rights that are so important to the well-being of aIl Canadians.
One of those rights, the right to mobility, has been especially
important to people from Atlantic Canada. That is why I am
happy to see mobility rights included in this resolution.
For decades, maritimers and Newfoundlanders have been
going to other parts of Canada to find work. We are not the
only ones who have had to do that, of course. Ontarians
moved, Albertans moved and British Columbians moved. One
of the glories of Canada is the fact that when we sec opportunities in this country we can go after them, wherever they
may be.
At one time, those who left the Atlantic provinces went to
the Boston states, as we used to call them. More recently they
have gone to Ontario or to the west. Why is this so? Because
Ontario and the west are in Canada, and a person does not
need entry papers to get a job. That is something which I
believe we have always taken for granted, and perhaps too
much so. Lately we have seen attempts to raise barriers to that
kind of movement in places such as Newfoundland, and, sadly,
in my home province of Nova Scotia. Yet our provinces in the
east are the ones who would suffer most from such barriers if
they were put up by some of the wealthier provinces.
The great beauty of the right to mobility is underlined by
what happened in the Atlantic provinces in the 1970s. People
can migrate out, but they can also migrate in. In the past
[Senator Graham.]
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decade, thousands of people have moved to the Atlantic provinces, sufficient to balance the flow going elsewhere. Many of
these people coming east are simply returning home after
absences of years or, indeed, decades. But whether they are, to
use the Newfoundland expression, if I may, "come from away,
or return from away," they bring with them skills, knowledge
and attitudes which we need in the Atlantic provinces. Without that movement, I believe we would go stale. We would
never get the injection of new ideas which we need to remain
vibrant as a society. i am not afraid of outsiders taking jobs
from Nova Scotians. I say that probably because I know that
we, as Nova Scotians, can learn from them. I say that partly
because they are not outsiders at aIl, honourable senators, but
are Canadians, just as we are aIl Canadians.
As a Nova Scotian, I must also say a few words about
equalization. Equalization, to my mind, is an example of what
Canada is al] about, because it means sharing. It means that
Canadians are not automatically disadvantaged solely by their
place of birth or residence in terms of the essential public
services available to them; it means that they are not forced to
pull up their roots and move just so that they can get some
schooling or adequate health care.
The principle of sharing has rightly received the widest
consensus among the provincial governments. Some people
may believe we do not need in the Constitution the provision to
make those payments, to keep on sharing, but I believe that
such a critical ingredient in the future of our national life is
important enough that it should be enshrined in our Constitution. Constitutions, by their very nature, tell us and tell others
what kind of people we are. Equalization is one of the things
Canada's Constitution should be saying. In a very real sense
the Constitution should be saying that we are more than Nova
Scotians, we are more than Quebecers, we are more than
Ontarians or Albertans. It should be saying that we are
Canadians, and that because we are Canadians we help each
other when we need help.
For years now Nova Scotians have been receiving help from
other Canadians in the form of equalization. It is a matter of
record that in the difficult days of the "hungry thirties" Nova
Scotians and maritimers generally shared in a very meaningful
way with their fellow Canadians in western Canada. In those
years the economic cycle moved more in favour of the more
easterly regions, a situation which, as you know, has completely reversed itself in the intervening half century. But if there is
one thing that we have in abundance in Nova Scotia, it is
optimism. We know that someday we will be able to return the
favour again. When that day comes, I know that there will be
no one in Canada prouder to make a contribution to this
country, no one more ready to share his or her benefits, than a
Nova Scotian.
In that context, I must say something about resources. Ail of
us in Nova Scotia are watching with keen interest the exploration work that is being conducted off our shores. Some of my
fellow Nova Scotians are firmly convinced that offshore
resources should be treated in the same manner as onshore
resources. However, I do not happen to share that view. The
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only reason, in my judgment, that we have the clear right to
exploit the material resources off our coast is that Canada, not
Nova Scotia, went out and acquired that right through
negotiation. It did so, not on behalf solely of just the residents
of coastal provinces such as Nova Scotia, but it did so on
behalf of all Canadians. Even so, the Government of Canada
made to the coastal provinces a very reasonable offer at the
First Ministers' Conference. It did so because of a serious
economic situation in the Atlantic provinces, and because the
development of offshore mineral resources will be so important
for the people of Atlantic Canada. The federal government
proposed that revenues from offshore resources be treatedthat is, distributed-in the same manner as are revenues from
onshore resources. It suggested that this continue to happen
until the coastal provinces became sufficiently affluent to be
considered so-called "have" provinces, and when that happened they would begin to share their wealth with other
Canadians.
I have been following with a great deal of interest statements made by the Premier of Nova Scotia to the effect that
the governments of Canada and Nova Scotia were close to an
agreement, and that he is still hopeful that an agreement can
be reached. I said earlier that Nova Scotians are optimistic,
and I share Premier Buchanan's hope. There is no question
that the federal government's offer is a reasonable basis on
which to build an accord on the question of offshore resources.
I am satisfied that the Government of Canada will be eminently fair in ensuring that the people of my province are given the
best possible advantage in the final disposition of this very
difficult problem.
The offshore frontier is an area where both levels of government can and should work together. It is an area where each
level of government has responsibilities to its people, from
which each level of government can draw benefits for its
people. It should not be an arena of continuing discord between the two, because there is simply too much at stake for
that.
[Translation]
This year we are witnessing a historical event of great
significance for my province, Nova Scotia. It was 375 years
ago that remarkable men settled in that region; they created
Acadia. Their descendants can be found throughout the province in appreciable numbers.
* (1710)

[English]
From Yarmouth in Digby County and Nova Scotia's western tip to Antigonish on the eastern mainland, and Inverness
and Richmond Counties on my own Cape Breton Island, in
recent years, the young people, as is the habit of young people
everywhere, have migrated to the cities. As you walk through
downtown Halifax, or shop at its stores or eat in its restaurants, you can frequently hear the voices of those descendants
of the French pioneers still speaking French.
It has not been easy for the Acadians. This year, as I have
said, we have been celebrating 375 years of French presence in

Nova Scotia. But what we have not been celebrating is another
anniversary, the 225th anniversary of the expulsion of the
Acadians by the British in 1755. But I know that Acadians
have been remembering that date well.
Their ancestors' attachment to l'Acadie was so strong that
they came back. The story is told in Nova Scotia of 335
Acadian families who are said to have walked from Boston to
Digby. I presume they took boats for the last leg of their
journey. That was in the summer of 1768, just 13 years after
the expulsion.
[Translation]
They survived by chance, but they survived.
They built a country to reflect that dream. It was a long and
painstaking undertaking.
Each generation has carried its share of the burden and
reaped its share of satisfaction.
[English]
They did so within an educational system that was basically
anglophone. Today, through the resolution that we are debating, we have the opportunity to guarantee the rights of the
Acadians to educate their children in the French language.
There are French schools in Nova Scotia, to be sure-even a
French language university. But now, honourable senators, if
this resolution passes, they will have legal recourse should that
kind of education ever be jeopardized. I suggest the Acadians
have been extraordinarily patient, and I believe that this
patience deserves vindication.
Honourable senators, Nova Scotia has been a part of
Canada since it began in 1867. Our history within Confederation has been a proud one, but not always a prosperous one.
We are as proud to be Canadians as we are to be Nova
Scotians. We share, with other Canadians, no matter where
they live, the desire to have a Constitution that is ours-ours
to write and ours to rewrite, as the necessity arises. Perhaps
more than Canadians in some other provinces, Nova Scotians
feel strong ties with Great Britain. Yet, we want to put an end
to this hangover of colonialism, this embarrassing situation in
which our Constitution is a law of a foreign Parliament.
Nova Scotians actually have a longer history of wanting to
run their own affairs than perhaps any other Canadians. After
all, my province was granted its own representative assembly
in 1758, a mere nine years after the first English settlers sailed
into Halifax harbour. That first assembly, more than 300
years ago, was the first halting step on the road to full
self-government, the first transfer of authority from London to
a part of what is now Canada. The resolution we are considering today, hopefully, is the last. The patriation of Canada's
Constitution has been a long time coming; but finally we must
be able to say: We run our affairs. We run all our affairs.
Surely by now we have the maturity to resolve our own
differences here in Canada. The resolution we are considering
today, I believe, is a statement of that maturity.
On motion of Senator Argue, debate adjourned.

